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PR E FAC E.

AMONG the several branches of political economy necessarily
connected with the government of a great empire, the most im-
portant are those which relate to the general welfare and happiness
of the industrious and laborious classes.

This subject, so interesting in its result to the nation, has en-
gaged the particular attention of His Majesty's Government, to
find out the cause and extent of our commercial and manufacturing
distress, and bow far the establishment of a Free Trade may have
combined to create an increase of pauperism in Great Britain and
Ireland; which, however excellent in principle, has been truly
s aid to have withdrawn for a time a very large proportion of British
capital from trade: whereby it is clearly demonstrative, that the
supply of labour is much greater than the demand, and that a
relative degree of want and misery is the result. In otker words,
there appears a redundancy of population without employment,
which are reduced to the greatest poverty and destitution, pro-
ductive of bankruptcy and ruin to the agricultural, commercial,
and manufacturing classes which require immediate relief.

In this state of domestic affairs, a new branch of political
economy is added to others founded upon COLONIAL interests in
practice; for which purpose a select Committee was appointed by
the House of Commons last sessions of Parliament to receive evi-
dence upon the subject of EMIGRATION, and to ascertain from the
capabilities and resources of our North American Provinces in
particular, to what extent they can be made available for the relief
required; and at the same time to enquire how far the scheme of
emigration is susceptible of being carried to those colonies annually,
to become profitable to the State and beneficial to the poor and
other classes; by opening the road to individual enterprise, and
giving encouragement to the proposed measure in all parts of the
United Kingdom.

Previous however to the appointment of this Comxmittee by the
House of Commons. His Majesty's Government had made two
experimental trials of the scheme of emigration from Ireland, in
1823 and 1825,-which, from the regulations, respectability, and
general knowledge of the gentleman who conducted it, under Ear(
Batkurst's directions, could not fail to answer all the purposes for



which it was 2ltimately intended; the evidence of which will ap-
pear manifest to the reader, by the alteration and present circum-
stances of those poor Irish settlers, who are now in a comparative
state of independence, living with their fanilies in the township
described, (in UPPER CANADA,) in the report annexed to this
pamphlet; sbewing the increase and decrease of population, the
quantity of land cleared by each family, the productions and
incrcase of live and dead stock, with other interesting accounts
which will of itself form a subject for PARLIAMENTARY discussion
wben the Report is brought before the House, on the lth of
February.

These few interesting pages which point out the uses and local
convenience of an Emigrants Office in tbe Port of Hull, although
hastily compiled, to give the earliest intelligence to the public of
all that bas been arranged or is connected with the further colo-
nization of our invaluable provinces in North America, are no
less directed for the information of Merchants and Ship-Owners,
so far as the individual engaged in the agency nay have it in his
power, from a residence in Canada for several years past, to dis-
seminate the most useful knowledge beneficial to their interests.

But, as is always to be expected in the establishment of any
new measures, until they become public by law and custom,
many objections and prejudices against the scheme of emigration
will be made by those persons who feel no interest in its applica-
tion; it would, therefore, be in vain, on the present occasion, to
enter into any further detail or reasoning upon the subject, to
convince them of its. advantages; but there are tkousands of in-
dustrious respectable families and other persons less doubtful and
open to conviction, if they knew the comparative difference of
employing small means and living in the colonies, to keeping up
'ibeir usual establishments at great expenses in the mother country,
would be most desirous and willing to make either Upper Canada,
Nova Scotia, or New Brunswick, the country of their cÃoice.

It is delightful for an Englishman in his travels through those
invaluable provinces, so far as they are at present settled, to ob-
serve the independence and /appiness depicted in the counlenances
of the inhabitants; and with what degree of zealous feeling they
endeavour to vie with each other in LOYALTY and FREEDOM, under
the auspices of the ENGLISH Constitution in all its purity, having
no obsolete laws, tythe, or tax established among them, but such
as any British subject would cheerfully subscribe to, in the full

"enjoyment of bis ELECTIvE FRANCHISE.



EMIGRANTS OFFICE, HULL.

IN conducting the business of this Agency, and in arranging it

for the use of those families and individuals who propose to

avail themselves of the advantages arising from emigration to the

British Colonies in North America, it will be found to embrace

every interest that can contribute to their convenience, comfort,

and accommodation, that a transit across the Atlantic Ocean

requires; by providing good ships (at reduced prices) for the

voyage, and removing those obstructions and difficulties which

strangers have hitherto had to contend with a6road upon their

first arrival. The general uses of this Office for Emigrants will

be found to assimilate in principle, to the regulations of a coach

office for travellers; and to differ but little in expense, for a pas-

sage to CAADA, NOVA ScoTIA or NEw BRUNSWICK, than the fare

and expenses on the road from LoDoN to Yoax in the MAIL.

These considerations are the more important to the provident
and industrious classes that go out as Settiers; as persons under
any circumstances can ascertain the whole of their expenditure
before they take their departure from home; receiving instruc-
tions at the same time how to proceed (in the Colonies) with the
assistance of a correspondent agency abroad, to obtain land from
the different authorities and other private sources.

Up to the present time the advantages of emigration to these
provinces have been but comparatively known or defined by
Englishmen, owing to their habits of staying at home, the want
of enquiry, or the contingent aid which the Poon-LAws hold out



Io t/em in times of distress; whilst the indigence and circumstan-
ces of the SCOTCH and IRisn (wit/iout suc/ lazws) have establishecd,
from custom, the more adventurous and laudable enterprise of
emigration; which accounts for the first settlers in the Canadas
being chiefly from those parts of the United Kingdom.

It is also worthy of remark, that in those instances where a
spirit of enterprise and industry have been manifested, as has been
more particularly the case with those persons who have emigrated
from Scotland, the benefits which they have derived have been
great beyond ail calculation. Our Northern brethren have been wise
enough to embrace the good things abroad, which the English
have neglected; and the possession of immense tracts of land, and
the filling the greater part of the offices and appointments in the
Colonial Government, sufficiently attest their superior sagacity in
availing themselves of the manifold advantages held out by the
Canadian provinces.

The harvest, however, is still in an early stage, and the benefits
.which may yet be reaped by men of capital, and the industrious
emigrant, will, there is no doubt, be more generally diffused
among the enterprising of all classes, who may direct their atten-
tion to this long-neglected and interesting portion of the British
Empire.

The desultory system of emigration, which has hitherto been
carried on from SCOTLAND and IRELAND, to the Canadian provinces
by the poorer classes, without friends or ?noney, produced many
complaints from the distress it has often created among families
upon their arrival; which having reached the Colonial Office, it
brought on a general enquiry of His Maj esty's Government into
the cause: many itnprovements upon the plan of emigration have
therefore since been adopted, and are now recommended, as being
more beneficial to all classes.

To accomplish this important object on the part of the Provincial
Governments, much already bas been dlone in a national point of
view, both by the Land (ranting T)epartments abroad, and by



the IMPERIAL Parliament at home, not only by consolidating the
British Colonies into a large proportion or component part of the
Integral of the Empire, and removing the restrictions on commerce,
by giving them a fee trade to all parts of the world; but likewise
by appropriating tlie uses of voluntary emigration as a new branci
of our political economy; to prevent by every possible means the
growth of distress andlpauperism in the mother country, and thereby

ameliorating the conditions of the poor upon the most desirable and
advantageous terms, of granting them lands abroad, and supporting
them thefirst year.

The effect which these measures have already produced in the

provinces, appears manifest by the improvement of trade abroad;
creating an additional demand for labour, and the employment
of British capital in agricultural and commercial pursuits. in the
Colonies; whereby the redundant population of England and
Wales, by seeking parochial relief, " which threatens by its ten-
dency to swallow up the whole of the rental of the country," will
flnd its advantages in the scheme of emigration.

With reference to its applicationî from IRELAND to the Canadas,
Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, and Prince Edward's Island in North
America, the progress of colonization in those parts being at
its bigbest, two experimental trials have been made by His
Majesty's Governnient, which have been found to answer, one in
1823, and the other in 1825. This emigration was conducted by

PETER RomnNsoN, Eso. (brother to the Attorney General of the
Province of Upper Canada) a gentleman whose humane and be-
nevolent feelings every way qualified him for such a charge; being
born in America, of English parents, and whose father (an American
loyalist) had fought in the battles of the Revolution!!!

From this gentlenian's Report to the Committee of the Ilouse
of Commons upon enigration, (herecith annexed,) it is manifest

that in proportion as our agriculturists, manufacturers, and la-
bourers in the mother country have decayed during the years
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before-mentioned (1823 and 182-5), the prosperity of Mr.RBINsoN's

emigrants have increased in Canada to a relative extent; and such

is now the result, that application and memorials from thousands

of persons are pouring in upon Government from all parts of

Scotland and Ireland, and a comparativefew from England, for

assistance to go out with their families to Canada.

The North-West Company by their commercial enterprise, and

the settlers who first became located in British America after the

division of Canada into two provinces in 1791, have done more
towardc converting that once boundless wilderness into fertile mea-

dows and corn-fields, interspersed with numerous towns and
villages, than had been effected by the French in the two preceding

centuries before the conquest of QUEBuc, when that country was

ceded to England!!! The beais of morning light which have at

length found their way through the dark clouds of apathy and

cold neglect, will /encefortk shine in full refulgence; as His

MAJESTY S MINISTERs are fully aware, and alive to the great impor-

tance of those invaluable provinces in a nationalpoint of view, and

have long been directing their attention to a more liberal and

extensve system of Colonization-and general improvement.

But within the last three years, still more has been done to effect

this purpose by an unceasing application to the subject, and the

judicious arrangements of the under Secretary of State, Mr.

WILMOT HORTON, than during the whole period since tbe Con.

quest in 1763; through whose recommendations upwards of THRRE

MiLioNs of acres have been granted in fee to the UPPER CANADA

Land Company, with a view to improve that province by their ap-

plication of a MILLION Of CAPITAL to convert the wilderness into

productive farms and villages; whilst other internal improve-

ments of still more importance have been begun; in opening the

roads and in constructing canals throughout both provinces: these

public works are now in a forward state of progress-which will

shortly unite the waters of the Upv, >r Lakes (or inland las) for a

distance of 3000 miles with the river St. Lawrence into the Atian.

tic Ocean.



These and other gigantic preliminary measures have been adopt-
ed upon national ground by lis Majesty's Government; as appli-
cable to the relief of the present commercial distress in Great
Britain and Ireland, and the wants of the poor; worthy the most
attentive consideration and reflection of every family and indivi-
dual, whose circumstances in this country promise but little hope
of prosperity, and to whose uses and advantage they are partic-
larly directed.

Neither are the indigent poor the only objects for whom such
colonial interests are intended; the scheme of emigration embraces
a wide and more exténsive field to individual enterprise for all classes
of society than has hitherto been contemplated; the industrious
and more provident classes with smail means, and other persons
still more competeni to invest CAPITAL in the purchase of freehold
estate, are likewise invited to the feast; and as the nature of this
description of property, and its security under British laws begin
to be better understood in ENGLAND (localy) through the intellience
of this office, the demand for COoNIAL ESTATE will doubtless
tncrease.

There is nothing in the shape of fythes or tax imposed upon
Colonial lands, (beyond a penny in the pound collected for local
uses and for statute labour,) or that can hinder the Canadian ter-
ritory from becoming in a few years a highly flourishing and
prosperous country, especially the frontier townships and on the
borders of the Lakes and the River St. Lawrence.

The American States, which are only divied from our provinces
by navigable waters and inland seas, are well peopled, and
abound in all the necessaries and luxuries of life. The inhabi-
tants are engaged in the most productive pursuits of agriculture
and trade; and in a system of commerce extending to ail parts
of the world, which bids fair to rival England, if not checked by
equal enterprize in the CANADAS, on the part of the British: wbile
their lands in consequence producefour times the amount of cash in
the market, as estates of equally good soil, and as favorably situated
In our bwn provinces can be purchased for in the present day!
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Surely then it is no visionary scheme or prospect eitier for the
monied man, the agriculturist, or persons of small capital, to turn
their attention to the objects which have been briefly touched upon
in the course of this address.

The allotting, buying and selling of land, and the locating of set-
tiers, may be considered the staple business of all new countries,
and that in which not only individuals but the state is most deeply
interested. The commodity in the market being COLONIAL LAND,

and the means of obtaining it, CAPITAL drawn from the mother
country, it is obvious that the authority of an Agency in England
for negociating these matters of sale and purchase between the
two proprietors, must be advantageous to both. Persons wishing
to become settlers will here be furnished with correct information
on the subject of colonization, and the Government will in such
an Agency find a useful and powerful auxiliary, in promoting a
judicious settlement in the provinces, to an extent that has hitherto
never been attempted.

The geographical situation of the Canadas will, on a slight re-
ference to the MAP, be found far preferable to many other wild
and unexplored countries which have been resorted to for the
purposes of emigration and investment of capital. The latitude
of York, the metropolis of the Upper Province is 430. 33 I.

With respect to the climate, which has been described as in-
tensely cold, and which bas deterred many from settling in the
country, it is by no means so severe as represented, especially in
the Upper Province. The experience of the writer, from a residence
of several years, convinces him that it is not in the least unfriendly
to European constitutions. Persons who arrive and settle in
Upper Canada, uniformly express their satisfaction at the favorable
climate; there is generally a clearness, dryness, and brilliancy in
the atrnosphere, which affords an agreeable contrast to the tumid
and cloudy skies, so familiar to the inhabitants of Scotland,
England, and Wales.
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These preliminary observations, thrown together by a professional
mian of businrss, with an intention of removing, in some measure,
unfounded prejudices which Englishmen seem (from a habit of
staying at home) to have imbibed against emigration, but which
has done so much good for the more adventurous classes from
Scotland and Ireland, will, he doubts not, at length prove of great
national importance. They also point out the necessity and use
of an agency, to give information on the subject, and to assist by
every possible aid in accomplishing any pursuits which persons
collectively and severaliy may have in view, both at home and
abroad, who emigrate to the British Colonies.

In disseminating this knowledge to the public, it is suggested
that the Port of HULL, being a place of embarkation, is in a peculiar
manner most conveniently situated to the several large towns and
cities in the North and East-Ridings of Yorkshire, and in the County
of Lincoln; an extent of country, where it is premised that numer-
ous families and associated individuals will unite, and communicate
with this Office for intelligence; as without proper instructions,
strangers must of necessity labour under many disadvantages,
easily obviated by enquiry; which will not only in the end promote
the Emigrants' future welfare, but save numerous expenses in the
Colonies after their arrival.

The objects and use of this Agency.

First.-To provide a regular transport for the conveyance of
persons and families emigrating to Canada, Nova Scotia, New
Brunswick, and Prince Edward's Island, in North America; and
to receive goods and property intended to be shipped as baggage,
previous to their departure.

Second.-To promote the establishment of an English EMiGRANTS

SOCIETY at the Port of Hull, (with branches in the several towns
and cities where they may become locally useful to the surround-
ing country,) communicating through this office, with a corres-
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ponding agency already established in Upper Canada, as the
wants and circumstances of its MEMBERS require, according to
their several pursaits.

Tird.-To memorialize His Majesty's Government on behalf
of any person or pe«rsons who may be considered proper objects
for afree passage, and a grant of land; also, whenever the quan-

tity of land required by more able classes exceeds 10,000 acres,
according to the new arrangements of the Land-Granting De-
partnients.

Pourth. -To attend the preliminary Meetings of Branch Socie-
ties connected with the Establishment in Hull, and, when required,
to assist (with the .qency abroad) in any ulterior arrangements; or

give information upon any subject connected with the interests of

those persons who belong to such societies, having reference to

anyprofession, trade, or calling, best suited to the Colonies, or the

employment of capital.

Fift.-To make sales of property entrusted to the care of this
agency in England, and to place the amount of the same (deduct-
ing the commission, &c.) in SAviNGs' BANKS, in trust for the owners;
or transmit the proceeds abroad, as preferred.-The advantages to
emigrants arising from capital being deposited under Government
security and the exchange between the two countries, (England
and America,) may be known at this office.

Lastly.-A meeting will be held at the DoG AND DucK TAVERN,
Scale-Lane, Hull, in February, 1827; for the establishment of an
" EMIGRANTS SoCIETY" in Hul: when resolutions will be sub-
mitted for the consideration of those persons who attend, to pro.
mote the objects therewith connected.

EDWARD ANGELL,
Passenger Broker, Estate Agent, and Auctioneer,

Late Resident and Surveyor, in Upper Canada.

Aplication by Letter, must be addressed (post-paid) to Mr. Angeil, Huil.
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